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Abstract: One form of cycle tourism can be represented features tourism that focuses on the relation between biking and the discovery of a territory. Geared toward forms of holiday that allow for the low consumption of natural resources and a connection with the landscape, cycle tourism represents a concrete expression of sustainable tourism. As an emerging phenomenon in Italy, cycle tourism requires further understanding in order to identify methods of development and applicable business models. The aim of this paper is to explore the characteristics of cycle tourism’s development in northern Italy in order to identify the links that exist between sustainability and the group of cycle tourists who prefer to spend their holidays discovering little-known or remote territories. For this study, we selected three different destinations in sensitive mountain areas that converge on the common goal to use cycling to rejuvenate the tourism sector. It has been found that the development of cycle tourism in areas not characterized by mass tourism, such as those considered here, is economically, socially, and environmentally beneficial. The business models through which cycle tourism usually develops include a bottom up approach or a top down approach, involving the cooperation of several local destination stakeholders.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, the tourism sector has been located between the demand and supply sides with changes that focus attention on binomial territory–tourism as a relevant force for developing tourism offers and increasing competitiveness. A significant number of studies underline the important variations of consumption patterns [1–3]. Until the 1970s, the tourist was essentially a mass consumer; however, the subsequent social and environmental consequences of this practice, which have emerged in recent decades, have produced a growing demand for experiential and emotional holidays, with a unique character that differs from the classic, standardized holiday [4]. The tourist is now figured as a traveler who pursues experiences in the direction of leisure, landscape, and learning [5].

In this context, the tourist has a marked sensitivity to different and innovative features of leisure time and is usually focused on the discovery of the fundamental characteristics of an area sought through a new set of relations based on local contacts and people. Tourists are looking for a complex and profound experience to better appreciate the elements of local identities and the unique landscapes of a precise territory [6,7]. They travel for a unique tourism experience that differs significantly from
mass tourism experiences [8], looking for traditional characteristics of territories based on tangible and intangible elements [9,10], and stakeholders relationships [11] in a multi-purpose perspective [12–14].

Little-known or remote destinations play an important role in this situation, as they are a pull factor [15,16] for this type of tourist, who can boost their quality of life while combining relaxation and learning [17]. These tourists base their holiday decisions on the availability of tourism offers that create value based on the relational component of the tourism experience, a characteristic embedded in the community and in sustainability practices [18,19], and they look for tourism opportunities that integrate the sociocultural dimension with the environmental one, promoting a genuine exchange between tourists and locals [20–25].

In a particular region, it is possible to find specific expertise and resources that characterize that area as “slow” [25–27]. This term refers to the region’s development approach, the quality of services, and the lifestyle. Most little-known or remote territories include features such as a low population density, mountainous location areas [25,28], and a rural setting. Moreover, these territories have an important heritage of tangible and intangible resources (art, food and wine, landscape, etc.) but are not well known. The common feature is a high-quality landscape with a strong synergy between local actors [29–31] and local history and traditions that configure these areas as cultural districts [32–34]. The strong link between the local community, the territory, and the local businesses is the essential element to develop a unique value proposition, where innovative connections between local stakeholders and the cultural roots of the territory create a strong local identity [35]. When discussing little-known or remote territories, it is essential to bring the concept of sustainability into the conversation. Wide reaching, this concept embraces the economic, environmental (physical integrity, environmental purity, biodiversity, and resource efficiency), and social (visitors’ fulfillment, local control, community wellbeing, social equity, cultural richness) dimensions of sustainability [36–42]. In such territories, it is possible to develop attractive tourism offers under the concepts of slow tourism where visitors’ fulfillment goes through local governance to develop sustainable tourism [43] with offers able to create a unique experience [44,45]. Indeed, sustainable tourism clearly highlights the interconnection between the different dimensions that matter for tourists and the locals, an interconnection that allows mutual benefits for the development of a tourism offer for both current and future generations [46]. This requires managerial abilities that enable the genuine development of forms of tourism that spread positive effects while minimizing negative impacts [47,48]. According to Goossens [49], the development of sustainable tourism is driven by psychological and emotional reasons that are foundational to the development of little-known or remote destinations. In these territories, the traditional paradigm of local development no longer works [50,51]. Promoting territories by linking the promotion to environmental and social characteristics rather than just simply focusing on their economic viability is essential to attract potential tourists who are no longer looking for mass tourism opportunities but who are looking for circumstantial or deliberate tourism offers [52] in destinations where they can enjoy a personalized offer linked to their lifestyle and interests. To create such a tourism offer, local private and public stakeholders have strategic roles to play [53]. To increase destination competitiveness, attractiveness, and offers [10], enable individual actor’s success, and coordinate resources that belong to different organizations embedded in large, complex networks of co-producing actors [54–58] that are engaged in different functions [59], cooperation and collaboration efforts among different stakeholders is required [60,61]. Moreover, successful cooperation and collaboration enable everyone involved to reap greater benefits [56,57]. Successful cooperation and collaboration avoid typical fragmentation, which [62,63] reduces opportunism and free-loading [60] and increases opportunities for stakeholders to see themselves as colleagues and not as competitors [55,60], eventually developing a high level of trust [64]. By establishing a positive, cooperative, and strong relationship among stakeholders, tourists can enjoy the slow offer, getting in touch with the environmental and cultural richness of the destination [65]. Therefore, a destination governance institution that is capable of developing a strategic plan for leveraging local business development and promoting cooperation is needed [53,66]. According to Cantone, Risitano, and
Testa [67], the local government has an important role in aiding coordination: it facilitates interactions between local stakeholders and the territorial resources whose deployment is needed to achieve the territorial strategy [68], since government efforts allow for a higher level of long-term coordination of different individual efforts [63,69]. Unfortunately, although the literature shows the best methods for creating a strong tourism offer, the required coordination efforts in many destinations, especially in the mountain areas, is lacking. This requires that researchers identify ways through which the activities of different stakeholders can be coordinated to support niche and sustainable tourism [70]. The creation of a product club, for instance is one way for tourism developers in little-known or remote territories to differentiate themselves in the global market. According to this method, a group of operators proposes to share economic and promotional-commercial advantages on the market. It is a form of aggregation between companies with the aim of creating a specific tourism product for a specific market. It represents a new form of offer that enters into a strategic competitive niche to differentiate the tourist offer in an innovative way. A product club is an all-Italian experience partially related to the role of “industrial districts”. In these regions, the interrelations—the links that are created between actors across a territory—can increase their competitive advantages. For these purposes, the territory must not be only a scenario or a landscape, but it should become the first factor of attraction for the creation of a successful reference model with a network approach [71,72] without forgetting the promotion factors [29,73].

A product club can differentiate local offers in an innovative manner that involves stakeholders’ engagement, cooperation, and coordination, increasing the attractiveness of the destination and improving the competitiveness of SMEs located in the territory [74]. Due to their potential success, some destinations have already decided to invest in product clubs by developing and implementing sustainable projects, and they are strongly advertising the opportunity for different organizations to join them to be able to get the benefits of cooperation [75] that might be impossible to achieve individually [75,76].

One of the niche tourism markets where the concepts of sustainability, mountain territories, and product clubs clearly intersect is that of cycle tourism, which is benefitting from an increasing number of partnerships between private and public organizations that generate greater competitiveness and sustainability, a priority on the governance institution’s agenda, especially in destinations that are looking for rejuvenation [77,78]. Cycle tourism is an important part of sustainable tourism initiatives. This tourism offers enviable opportunities in destinations that are still not subject to mass tourism, where tourists can discover unspoiled territories on a bike [79,80]. Well developed in many European countries, in both rural or non-rural environments, cycle tourism is a form of slow tourism that allows tourists to experience a territory where the environmental and social dimensions of life are conserved. The quality of the landscape, the gastronomy, the agriculture, the local culture and traditions, and sustainability are the competitive advantages of cycle tourism, and these are the elements tourists are looking for and for which they are willing to pay a premium price [81,82]. There are different types of cycle tourists [83–85], and these types are delineated by both cycling and non-cycling activities. This paper will refer to the cycle tourer, as a category of cycle tourists, who spends vacations cycling from one destination to the next. Cycle tourers are people taking traditional cycling holidays traveling to a different destination by cycling each day [83–86]. The bike is the mode of transportation that allows the tourist to discover the territory in a way that connects him with the environment [79,86] and social dimensions while obtaining physical and mental benefits [42,87]. The bicycle, the means of transportation used by the tourist, becomes a form of tourism as well [88]. Through this form of transportation, whose choice is the core motivation of travelling, tourists can also discover territories with plenty of points of interest [89], promoting a virtuous loop based on a new leisure time approach [90] linked to individual lifestyles [26,91]. Cycling routes are considered open-air gyms and are an innovative and slow way to discover a territory and its points of interest [34]. Cycle tourers in Italy are typically relatively young people with a high level of education who are
looking for appropriate infrastructure for their trip (e.g., public transportation) as well as for sport activities and cultural initiatives [92].

Cycle tourism, as has been argued, is a form of sustainable tourism that, if correctly developed and managed, can bring positive effects to the local economy [93,94]. Evidence of this has been found in the literature, since although these tourists might not constitute a large segment, tourers do spend money on direct tourism activities (e.g., overnight stays [95]) and other tourism related activities (e.g., culinary experiences, visiting museums and cultural sites and museum, hiking) [96]. This form of tourism could represent new forms of economic development for local communities and more sustainable tourism [97,98].

Although cycle tourism has several strengths, to be developed, it needs the local stakeholders to identify this as an opportunity and work together to develop an attractive offer based on a solid cooperative marketing strategy that aligns local management with the principles of bicycle tourism and sustainability [99]. Cooperation and coordination of efforts allows for the development of cycle routes rich in cultural and environmental excellence that can be taken in from a slow perspective, far away from mass tourism [70]. This requires local stakeholders to structure an organic and complete system for their tourism offer, and this process is facilitated by the creation of product clubs, which will increase the competitiveness and the attractiveness of the destination, going above and below the administrative and bureaucratic borders and involving all the interested stakeholders [100–102]. If such an organic and complete system of tourism is created, the competitiveness and the profitability of each single organization in the destination will increase, allowing them to benefit from cycle tourism development [80]. Territories involved in cycle tourism are positively impacted by cycle tourism development.

The Role of Cycle Tourism

Cycle tourism enhances the social, environmental, and economic status of a territory [99,103,104]. Moreover, it benefits each of these aspects of the local communities. In terms of economic and social benefits, cycle tourism increases destination occupancy rates (direct, indirect, and induced job opportunities) [105], competitiveness, and attractiveness in those areas that are at the margin of mass tourism, creating great opportunities for slow tourism development and allowing the public to learn about these destinations [85,106]. These features benefit both locals and visitors [107], including the aforementioned cycle tourers [83–86].

Moreover, cycle tourism creates new job profiles (cycle tourism guide and mobility manager) that emerge to meet the technical requirements of cycle tourists and their need for mobility [80]. Additionally, it improves sustainable transport and promotes wellness [108,109], which further improves local residents’ quality of life [85,110]. This is achieved by offering several complementary tourism activities (e.g., food and beverage outlets, rental and maintenance shops, and bicycle TOs [111]), a bundle product for a greater tourism experience [99,112], opportunities to cope with seasonality [113], health benefits and reduction of health costs for the entire system [114]. The environment also benefits from cycle tourism development thanks to conservation of old, disused railways and old country tracks for the construction of new cycle routes [104,115], the creation of a network of green roads [109,116], and the reduction of pollution [91,117]. The literature review allows us to conclude that cycle tourism should be considered as a driver of local development that, through cooperation, is able to bring economic, social, and environmental benefits to local communities.

Having outlined the state of current literature regarding slow tourism and cycle tourism as one form of the former, this paper now aims to understand whether the general principles that have been identified in the literature apply to the Italian case, where cycle tourism started to develop only recently. Even if cycle tourism is a promising opportunity in Italy, the country of interest in this analysis is running late on this development [118,119]. In Italy in 2014, according to Sole 24 Ore, the number of cycle tourists was 2.3 million, or 64% foreign tourists (July 2015). There has been an increase in comparison with previous years, and although there is a delay in the development of cycle tourism
and the image of cycle tourism is linked strongly to sport, it is possible to identify some opportunities to expand this relatively new form of tourism [79]. In northern Italy, especially in the mountain areas, although the offer is still fragmented, some regions are transforming their offers to meet the request of this growing segment [120]. Therefore, this paper aims to understand how these cases developed (including drivers for this development) and whether there are any differences in the development of cycle tourism in the country. In particular, we questioned whether there is only one successful strategy for achieving this goal or whether it is possible to achieve the goal through different strategic decisions (RQ1). Additionally, the research aimed to understand the role of little-known or remote territories in cycle tourism development (RQ2). This was explored to have a clearer picture of whether or not the existence of a little-known or remote territory was a crucial factor for developing such a form of tourism.

This will be explored by analyzing the peculiarity of Italian destinations where the concept of development in little-known or remote territories and cycle tourism has been implemented and where cycle tourism has been considered as a driver for their tourism development purposes.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Methods

For this research, the case studies methodology was used [121,122]. This methodology is applied in social science and in practice-oriented fields, such as environmental studies, social work, education, and business studies. Research findings produced by case studies can be useful for the comprehension of a specific question and can add elements to underline arguments from previous studies. A case study can improve our understanding of a specific context or relation between events. The aim of this paper is to explore what drives the development of cycle tourism to understand, by focusing on precise realities, the path of cycle tourism in Italy. For a destination could be implemented a strategy to increase its competitiveness, attractiveness and profitability and the involved stakeholder benefits in order, also, to reinforce the rejuvenation process. To explore the topic, we took into consideration two main research questions.

To collect evidence useful for the research, we selected three different destinations in sensitive mountain areas in the north of Italy. These three regions, which converge on the common goal of using cycling to rejuvenate and reinvigorate their tourism sectors, are Varese (mountain area of the Alps), Regione Liguria (mountain area of the Apennines), and Colli di Coppi (hilly area near Apennines). Although these areas are different in terms of geographical characteristics and the business models used for destination development and management, they share a common willingness to develop cycle tourism.

2.2. Materials: The Cases

In the following section, we present the main characteristics of the selected cases.

2.2.1. Lombardy-Varese

The province of Varese is located at the foot of the Alps in the north of Lombardy. Its territory is composed of 32% mountains and 46% hills; there are also numerous rivers and lakes (e.g., Lake Maggiore and Lake Ceresio) that are interspersed with many valleys (among the most important of these are the Olona Valley, the Valceresio, and the Valganna).

This territory is considered a destination where tourism is developed based on the natural and cultural resources and where cycle tourism is one of the main niche markets in which local stakeholders have invested. There is already a product club in Varese. It was created using a bottom-up approach developed by private initiative. The Varese product club, called Lake Maggiore Bike Hotels, aims to develop a network of relationships dedicated to creating a “cycle-friendly environment” that will transform the province of Varese into a cycling destination. The club provides new kinds of services
such as guides, rental equipment, and logistics: products and services that tourists that visit the area need. The product club is an initiative that should increase the connection between institutions, organizers, hotels, and all the commercial activities that could be involved in the tourism supply chain. To allow for the development of the product club in this territory, there is a strong synergy between some local authorities, such as the Chamber of Commerce of Varese, the Federalberghi Varese, and the Regione Lombardia, and the accommodation facilities and food and beverage outlets that are part of the territory.

The analysis includes both secondary data (reports, webpages, social media pages, articles, printed tourism information, etc.) and primary data (interviews). Data were collected from the Lombardy Region, Varese, and other municipalities, the Varese Chamber of Commerce, Agenzia Nazionale del Turismo (Enit), Varese Land of Tourism, product club companies’ (8 hotels) official reports, webpages, social media pages, and more. Interviews were conducted with hotels representatives, the product club manager, and a Varese Land of Tourism representative.

2.2.2. Liguria Region

The region is between the Ligurian Alps and the Ligurian Apennines to the north and the Ligurian Sea to the south, with a broken chain that is a real backbone that continues throughout the territory. Liguria is a land rich in natural beauty in which the combination of land and sea makes the variety of ecosystems particularly heterogeneous, and the “5 Terre” national park is also located within this territory.

This second case was selected because here it is a local authority that wants to use a top-down approach to an infrastructure that can drive this territory to become a cycling destination. This could be an interesting zone that could develop quickly due to its proximity to the great Italian (BiciTalia) and European (EuroVelo) cycling networks. In this region, we found a hierarchical structure. Additionally, no product clubs have been created yet, and it is still at an ideal status in comparison to other realities.

The analysis includes official information provided by the Liguria Region, secondary data (reports, webpages, social media pages, articles, etc.), and primary data collected through interviews with the Liguria Region representatives.

2.2.3. Piedmont—"Colli di Coppi"

The third example was selected because the development of cycle tourism here is linked to a bottom-up approach driven by a non-profit organization rather than private companies. Located at the crossroads of four regions, in the northwest of Italy, much of this territory remains largely unknown, making it a ripe region for explorers. The hills near Tortona present themselves as a complex and varied landscape in which the beauty of a wild and uncontaminated nature is the backdrop to places where small country roads, parish churches, fields, and green woods are the emblem of an evolving world. The territory is considered one of great charm and tradition [123]. Here, tourists can enjoy high-quality local products in beautiful natural environments [124] by cycling on well-known roads used by important cyclists of the past [125]. This is an example of a good implementation of local control. In fact, they have organized “informal meetings”, called cafés, where local participants exchange views on all aspects of the project (sports, gastronomic, political, and technical) and receive a clear view of the process, including its future and possible problems. The first output of this organization is a sporting event called La Mitica. This race is an event in memory of the Coppi Brothers that promotes “slow” (non-competitive) cycling, representing the pillars of sustainable tourism by allowing the cycle tourists to find mental and physical balance as they enjoy rural features and local products.

The analysis includes secondary data (reports, webpages, social media pages, articles, printed tourism information, etc.) and primary data (interviews). The following sources provided information: Gal Giarolo Leader, municipalities (56), Piedmont Region, Alessandria Province DMO (Alexala), Alessandria Chamber of Commerce, Agenzia Nazionale del Turismo (Enit), consortium of mountain
municipalities’ official report, webpages, and social media pages. Interviews were conducted with the municipalities’ majors.

The results presented in this paper are based on a qualitative research approach, using interpretivism, and aimed at understanding the phenomena that are behind the developments described above [126]. Primary and secondary data relevant to the three selected cases were thoroughly investigated, and the instrument of semi-structured interviews was used as a primary data collection tool [127–129]. Representatives from local authorities, local restaurants, hotels, and tourism offices were interviewed to collect primary data regarding local cycle tourism practices. Open and probing questions were used to encourage the interviewees to express his/her opinion and solicit a richer and more accurate response, as well as to reduce the amount of irrelevant information. The interviews were semi-structured; however, free form questions were also used according to the flow of the conversation [129]. The questions used in the interviews were designed to investigate the contributions of cycle tourism to the development of sustainable tourism and destination development, as well as to understand the factors that influence the development of cycle tourism, including the economic, social, and environmental dimensions. Interviews were conducted with local stakeholders, including hotel managers, politicians (at local, provincial, and regional levels), members of associations, and other potential stakeholders who could affect and be affected by the development of cycle tourism. In addition to collecting evidence by interviewing these representatives, local newspaper and magazine articles (both online and offline) about such development initiatives were also analyzed to gather further evidence. Interviews were transcribed verbatim. Interviews and articles were analyzed according to the content analysis approach.

Using a content analysis approach [130], data were analysed to find development traits in order to identify a common path of development. From the analysis, common characteristics for sustainable tourism development were identified [130], allowing us to glean more in-depth insights. Nvivo was the software selected to support the analysis.

3. Results

The analysis of the data collected enabled further understanding of the role of cycle tourism as a strategic asset for environmental protection, socio-cultural protection, and economic development. For simplicity, the results of this analysis are broken down into the following three categories: environmental, social, and economic. Each is discussed in Sections 3.1–3.3. Thus, our research found evidence of common strategic principles for the development of cycle tourism, including emphasizing the role of little-known or remote territories and their characteristics. There are currently 12 accepted pillars or principles of sustainable tourism development, and these were used to guide our data collection [129]. The 12 principles are as follows: physical integrity, biological diversity, resource efficiency, environmental purity, cultural richness, community wellbeing, local control, visitor fulfilment, social equity, employment quality, local prosperity, and economic feasibility. The principles we were able to identify in the specific cases under investigation here are physical integrity (PI), biological diversity (PD), resource efficiency (RE), cultural richness (CR), local control (LC), community wellbeing (CW), social equity (SE), visitor fulfilment (VF), and local prosperity (LP).

For each dimension, the current situation and future development actions are taken into consideration by looking at Lombardy, Liguria and Piedmont examples. Once these aspects have been identified, analysis on the assets, resources, features and projects has been provided to identify common drivers for this development.

3.1. Environmental Dimension

Table 1 summarizes the main findings of our research with reference to the environmental drivers. As is clear from information collected about the environmental dimension in each of the regions we studied, the development of cycle tourism might have been inspired by principles of environmental sustainability and environmental friendliness. In the area of Varese, the strong bond between the
environment’s richness and cycle tourism is visible: the main cycle route around the lake allows people to cycle close to the lake and enjoy its fauna and flora. In the case of the Liguria Region, cycle tourism enables visitors to encounter restored architectural beauty as part of the landscape of the cycling experience. In Piedmont, environmental conservation enables the maintenance of biodiversity, and this is supported because the environmental resources are those tangible elements that matter for the development of such a tourism offer. This implies that it might be possible develop cycle tourism without exploiting local resources and endangering the environment, because these are the primary sources for cycle tourism success. Cycle tourists seems to be interested in cycling in unspoiled environments that are far away from polluted areas and offer interactions with nature and its biodiversity. They travel in a way that is sustainable, and they also expect sustainability when it comes to the environments they choose to enjoy. A lack of environmental resources or behaviours that compromise them make cycle tourism difficult to develop. In these areas, the existence of uncontaminated environmental resources becomes a common driver for the development of cycle tourism.

Table 1. Environmental Dimension.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Lombardy-Varese</th>
<th>Liguria Region</th>
<th>Piedmont—“Colli di Coppi”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Current situation and future development</td>
<td>• Environmental sustainability and friendliness.</td>
<td>• Local richness in environmental resources.</td>
<td>• Role of the environment as an enviable element for success.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Strong bond between the environment and cycle tourism.</td>
<td>• Willingness to reuse existing resources, such as recovery of abandoned railways on the seaside and on the hills and mountains. (RE, PI)</td>
<td>• Willingness to develop actions that are environmentally sustainable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Product club players that offer hospitality by developing innovative and sustainable projects (e.g., Albergo Diffuso) * (LC).</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Strong bond between the territory and its environmental dimension.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Architectural monuments and a series of natural resources (lake, mountains, etc.) (CR).</td>
<td>• The sea area is well known and well developed and publicized, and it is a driver for the development of tourism in the hinterland, where interesting villages with a strong cultural richness are present (CR).</td>
<td>• Food and wine tourism developed in connection with the landscape. (BP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Alternative activities due to the proximity of the sea and the hills/mountains provide a broader portfolio for potential customers. (VF)</td>
<td>• Hills with complex and varied landscapes where the beauty of a wild and untouched nature is the backdrop to human habitats.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Archaeological and architectural heritage (CR).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Beautiful landscapes (PI).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Rural area with limited tourism vocation.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Limited infrastructure (PI).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* a project developed under the restoration of the environment [131].

3.2. Social Dimension

Similar findings have been identified for the social dimension (as mentioned in Table 2). Social characteristics, especially cultural richness and local governmental control, might be essential for developing cycle tourism initiatives.

In the cases studied here, the social dimension played an important role in shaping the development of cycle tourism. The presence of heritage and cultural sites that are strongly linked with the local community were a strong driver for the development of cycle tourism in these areas. As with the environmental dimension, our findings regarding the social dimension are in line with the findings of previous literature in the field in that all have suggested the powerful role that environmental and social politics play in the development of this niche form of tourism. The fact that some aspects of the cultural richness have not been valued in the past can allow to start from an unspoiled destination, avoiding the need of investing in projects of recovery of unsustainable tourism development practices. The unspoiled cultural richness becomes an element to protect by developing sustainable tourism practices that enable this beauty to be experienced without being exploited. One way to achieve
such protection is by regulating the development as suggested by [132]. In this scenario, we need to recognize the role that government plays in local development. Indeed, in the case study examples reviewed here, cycle tourism has been driven by initiatives developed by local authorities or private stakeholders who are interested in developing local, sustainable tourism with input from a variety of stakeholders. Moreover, the concept of “coopetition” [133] is one driver of development identified in each of the different scenarios, where different stakeholders, including competitors, decide to cooperate to enable the development of cycle tourism in a way that empowers local communities.

Table 2. Social Dimension.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Lombardy-Varese</th>
<th>Liguria Region</th>
<th>Piedmont—“Colli di Coppi”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Current situation and future development</td>
<td>• Several potential cultural attractions (CR)</td>
<td>• Neglected cultural richness that could boost the development of alternative forms of tourism that cycle tourists are looking for. (CR)</td>
<td>• Some sport and food and wine festivals, unrelated to each other. (CR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Cultural richness that boosts heritage and cultural opportunities. (CR)</td>
<td>• Development of a network of safe routes for cyclists. (LC)</td>
<td>• La Mítica in the Colli di Coppi is a cyclo-tourist event run in the hills, with participants (non-professionals) biking on vintage bikes. It is a race for a few cyclists who meet for one day to cycle in honor of Coppi’s legend. The legend of this race attracts several tourists every year who choose to cycle this route. (CR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Local control (LC)</td>
<td>• Top-down willingness to develop sustainable tourism.</td>
<td>• Low perception of the utility of tourism as a driver of economic development.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Increasing number of tourism-related initiatives, including cycle tourism, are increasing the attention paid to them, although the destination is still at is embryonic level in terms of tourism development. (VF)</td>
<td>• Policies to support the development of cycle tourism and invest resources in a rational way.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assets, resources, features, and projects for development</td>
<td>• Bottom-up willingness to develop sustainable tourism. (LC)</td>
<td>• Creation of a regional bike network that is integrated with the Italian and European cycling scheme.</td>
<td>• Bottom-up willingness to develop sustainable tourism. (LC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• This aim was partially achieved with the creation of a product club. (LC)</td>
<td>• Government plays an important role in the development of cycle tourism.</td>
<td>• Informal product club developed through local government initiative, in this case the Province of Alessandria and some municipalities. (LC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Strong synergy between some local authorities, unions, and hotel facilities, showing significant opportunities for local control. (LC)</td>
<td>• Embryonic stage of the creation of a product club, which is currently seeking proactively to gather and synergise all of the public, private, and institutional stakeholders. (LC)</td>
<td>• Private stakeholder in biking and gastronomic companies willing to influence/control the decision-making process at destination level. (LC)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3. Economic Dimension

Finally, another dimension driving the development of cycle tourism is the economic viability of the projects and the employment opportunities they generate (as mentioned in Table 3). In all three of our case study examples, it might be clear that, previously, tourism was not considered to be much of an economic driver (with the exception of the seaside in Liguria). Thus, the tourism developing in these regions now is unhindered by earlier tourist ideologies and can more readily be aligned with the principles of sustainable tourism that were previously introduced. Furthermore, this development requires fewer allocations of resources than those required to turn an unsustainable tourism destination into a sustainable one. If well developed, cycle tourism will create new job opportunities that will increase tourists’ satisfaction and reduce the problem of seasonality.

Economic Data

The Province of Varese, from a general tourist point of view, saw a positive increase in tourism from 2006 to 2016 with +2.1% tourist arrivals. In the last year for which information is available (2016), more than 27,000 more tourists registered than in 2015, for a total of 1,302,647 arrivals [134]. Liguria registered 15,551,000 tourists in 2017, about half a million more than in 2016. This represents a 3%
increase in attendance and a 5% increase in arrivals. The increase in entrance fee compared to 2016 is +1.34%. Genoa recorded an increase of 3.21%, for a total of about 4.1 million tourists, while Imperia (+3.31%) recorded over 3.2 million admissions, which is 103,000 more than the previous year [135]. The data related to the Ligurian territory are very encouraging. The number of tourists as well as the number of overnight stays by tourists coming from European countries is increasing; in 2016, the number reached 1,765,850 arrivals, almost 100,000 of which were cycle tourists [136].

4. Discussion and Conclusions

4.1. Research Contribution and Originality: Theoretical and Practical Implications

The findings allow us to conclude that the development of cycle tourism thus far has been rooted in the development of projects that are economically viable while simultaneously promoting the creation of new job profiles that will contribute to an increase in employment in those destinations where cycle tourism is sustainably developed. Cycle tourism represents almost 12% of Italy’s GDP. Cycle tourism has proven to be a seasonally adjusted tourist activity that is practiced for 70% of the year and is eco-sustainable. In Italy, it has a potential value of 3.2 billion €, and it is growing at a constant rate [137,138].

Within the framework of sustainable tourism, which is a well-established trend in industrialized countries, cycling tourism offers tourists the opportunity to explore and discover little-known areas that are often located in mountains or in geographical areas with different characteristics, such as the “Loire à Vélo” in France near the castles of the Loire Region or the “Ecovia Litoral” in Algarve. As emerged from the cases studies, the role of territory is directly linked to the concept of slow tourism might be a fundamental element for the development of cycle tourism. This gives further evidence regarding the role of little-known or remote territories in cycle tourism development as per RQ2. Little-known or remote territories are in a position to create the extraordinary experiences that cycle tourers are looking for. It is a form of strong experiential value tourism, which provides direct contact with a territory—it’s culture, history, and traditions—at a speed that can be defined on a human scale [139]. From this point

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Lombardy-Varese</th>
<th>Liguria Region</th>
<th>Piedmont—“Colli di Coppi”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Current situation and future development</td>
<td>• Cycle tourism allows for seasonal adjustment. (EF, LP)</td>
<td>• Tourism (more developed on the seaside) is one of the primary activities, although it is not focused on cycle tourism. (EF, LP)</td>
<td>• Tourism based on sport events. (CR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• New employment opportunities to improve customer satisfaction. (EQ, CW, SE)</td>
<td>• Sea, hills, and mountains all in one territory enable the creation of alternative tourism opportunities that attract cycle tourists. (VF)</td>
<td>• Tourism not seen as primary activity for economic development; however, tourism could improve the local economy (mainly based on industry and agriculture) with new job profiles. (EQ, CW, SE, EF, LP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Grow the tourism industry. (LP)</td>
<td>• New jobs to ensure visitor satisfaction are created thanks to cycle tourism. (LP, EQ, CW, SE)</td>
<td>• New professional figures have been created, such as those created by the “sports” events. (EQ, CW, SE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Increase in foreign tourists visiting the area with much more interest in sustainable practices. (VF)</td>
<td>• Tourists are encouraged to experience Liguria’s beauty far from the sea thanks to cycle tourism. (VF)</td>
<td>• Embryonic tourism development (EF)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Sustainably develop tourism as a new strategic asset for the territory (Varese was historically a manufacturing area). (LP)</td>
<td>• The creation of new job profiles, such as cycling guides and the mobility manager, linked to cycle tourism. (EQ, CW, SE)</td>
<td>• Lower level of seasonality. (EF)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development assets, resources, features, and projects</td>
<td>• New job opportunities, such as cycling guides and mobility manager, have been created thanks to cycle tourism. (EQ, CW, SE)</td>
<td>• New roles important to ensure visitor satisfaction. (EQ, CW, SE, VF)</td>
<td>• New professional figures have been created, such as those created by the “sports” events. (EQ, CW, SE)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2. Implications for Policy and Practice

The findings provide important implications for policymakers and practitioners in the field of sustainable tourism. Policymakers can consider the development of cycle tourism as a potential strategy to promote economic growth, job creation, and sustainable development in areas with little-known or remote territories. By focusing on the creation of new job profiles, policymakers can ensure that tourists are satisfied with their experiences and that the development of cycle tourism is sustainable over the long term. Practitioners can learn from the experiences of other destinations, such as the Loire à Vélo and the Ecovia Litoral, and apply these strategies to their own areas to promote sustainable tourism development.
of view, cycling could be considered a form of slow tourism that allows visitors to enjoy and preserve the environment simultaneously, which is the main attraction of cycling as an activity. As with other sports often related to nature, cycling is well suited to little-known or remote areas, where people tend to celebrate quality landscapes, agricultural excellence, and local culture and traditions [140]. Attention to local tourist supply details, not just to the bike path in the strict sense, highlight the desire for this type of tourist to “live” the travel experience that captures the territory in its entirety. From this perspective, cycle tourism promotes an experience of mutual learning between cyclist and land, a sharing of values ingrained in the history and traditions, as well as a real possibility of protecting biodiversity and promoting sustainable forms of development [100,140]. The characteristics of cycling make it a mode of sustainable tourism, as it shares the social, environmental, and economic values that characterize sustainable tourism. In light of these considerations, it seems undeniable that, if properly managed, cycling can become an important tool for territorial marketing and local development. Territories that choose to present themselves to cyclists must commit to a “product” that is attractive and includes several products and services (guide tours, cycling shops, accommodations, F&B outlets, retail shops, etc.). In this sense, marketing plays a central role in the strategy, where it should facilitate the construction of territorial offers capable of meeting the expectations of the subjects that the territory is interested in attracting, which may vary based on the model of sustainable development they are pursuing [141–143]. More specifically, an articulate elaboration of a marketing strategy aimed at the development of cycling in view of land development involves the following key steps: defining the mix of structural features and services offered from the area; identifying an appropriate system of incentives for existing and potential users of the services and facilities offered by the area; identifying effective methods for distributing the territory’s services and products; promoting the image of the area in such a way that potential visitors perceive its intrinsic value. In this context, it is crucial to offer tourists the chance to come in contact with a natural environment and local culture that include products, events, traditions, economic activities, and more through a network of cycling routes that facilitate the movement called “slow”. Crucial to this end is the establishment of a planning team comprised of public and private stakeholders within the territory—a sort of control room—with well-defined strategic tasks, including the following:

- analysis of the reference features to highlight success factors and critical issues;
- creation of a long-term strategy, built from resources and opportunities in the territory; and
- development of an action plan, divided into intermediate steps, indicating the investments and actions needed to achieve its goals.

The long-term orientation is needed because interventions on most of the factors characterizing the territorial offer require at least a medium-term period of time to complete. This aspect emphasizes the importance of public-private partnership [144]. The cases presented in this study show that the development of cycle tourism is linked to the presence and/or construction of several elements that could be defined as “facilitators”, some of which are intrinsic to the territory (such as environmental resources) and others that are effects of territorial policies (such as social and economic dimensions). In particular, the ability to capitalize on the potential offered by cycle tourism requires the presence of a network of local actors, both public and private, which act synergistically toward the success of the initiative. At a policy level, this implies the need to develop all projects in an integrated way, involving all the stakeholders in the territory. The three different but successful experiences analyzed in this study show that the expansion of cycle tourism needs to be supported by original forms of public-private partnerships that are oriented toward building innovative and advanced forms of offers that combine entrepreneurial private interests with public development goals. From the cases analyzed here, it is clear that there are many possibilities for implementing the development of a successful cycle tourism reality, and there is more than one possible strategy to follow (RQ1). The aim was to gain further insights into the role of strategy in destinations willing to develop cycle tourism experiences and understand whether there was only one successful strategy for achieving this goal or if different...
strategic decisions could produce success. With this research we were able to confirm that there is more than one possible strategy to develop cycle tourism in little-known or remote territories. However, the different strategies have something in common. The cases presented in this study highlight that only by overcoming the fragmentation of interventions and coordination of the different actions. Moreover, the streets for cycling tourism can become an important driving force for the development of areas far from main roads of mass tourism but rich in excellence and potential, activating a virtuous circle between public and private actors. The factor that is essential to success in this regard is the ability to structure a comprehensive and complete system for creating and enhancing cycling networks that overcomes administrative and territorial boundaries through shared activities and a coordinated effort. This implies that any successful cycling project has developed an integrated approach, involving all the stakeholders through a unified strategic design.

The findings are summarized also in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Findings.
4.2. Conclusions

To allow cycle tourism to develop as a driver for sustainable tourism, it is important to improve the availability of other forms of sustainable tourism transportation to enable tourists to get to the destinations from where they depart for their cycle holidays (within this paper, we considered cycle holidays characterized by tourists arriving at destinations via other modes of transportation and then using cycling as a way to explore the destination area). To this end, the three destinations considered here are well served by trains (in particular electric ones), which is one of the less polluting modes of transportation in terms of CO$_2$ emissions [145]. Fulfilment of this condition makes cycle tourism much more sustainable than other types of tourism. However, cycle tourists might arrive at their departure destinations by plane or car (they do not use the car while on holiday), depending on their origin region. This could be a challenge for deeply developing sustainable tourism, as it is already a problem that other forms of tourism have experienced. Although this is a potential challenge, it is also important to remember that cycle tourists at least cycle between destinations, reducing their carbon footprint over the course of the cycling holiday. These initiatives might have only site-specific results and local focus, but it is a starting point for further development, as per Weaver [146].

As previously stated, it is worth highlighting that these three destinations followed the aim to become a cyclist sustainable tourism destination using different strategies (RQ1). Potential economic impacts are another aspect to consider. Cycle tourism development could be a driver for more general tourism development that is aligned with the principles of slow tourism. In such a circumstance, the economic development occurs slowly, in line with the territory, in order to eschew short-term profits in favour of uncompromised long-term results; the principle for development must be aligned with the concept that small is beautiful. These destinations are, at the moment, circumstantial alternative tourism (this is an advantage for the destinations since they could develop sustainable since the beginning of their development cycle) destination. Understanding the role of remote territories in cycle tourism development (RQ2) is important and relevant because these destinations can prosper through the presence of alternative tourists who prefer these kinds of little-known territories instead of classical mass holidays.

4.3. Limitations and Future Research Directions

Cycle tourism in Italy is a relatively emergent phenomenon that requires further understanding to identify how it develops, the appropriate applicable business models, and the link with sustainable practices. This paper reveals valuable insights that can inform the development of cycle tourism in different areas, as well as having important implications for both policymakers and entrepreneurs. Despite its contributions, this paper does have some limitations. This analysis aims to be illustrative rather than exhaustive or definitive. The first limits of this research are the limited research sample and limited coverage area. To further advance the field, future research should include inquiries into other little-known or remote territories that have decided to develop this type of sustainable tourism, particularly their strategies in terms of the actors involved and the role of local governments. The definition of cycle tourism is focused only on those tourists who cycle from one destination to another, which does not include spectators. This definition aligns with the goal set in these territories to develop cycle tourism in line with slow tourism characteristics and a focus on cycle holidays. This limits the findings to this type of territory, and it neglects broader cycle tourism developments that apply a wider definition of cycle tourism that also includes spectators and excursionists. Another interesting research opportunity concerns the long-term observation of the three territories examined here to see what results are produced by the cycle tourism development strategies currently in place. Finally, a more in-depth analysis of the structural factors of the territories examined could be useful for delineating the links between the intrinsic characteristics of a territory and possible strategies for developing forms of sustainable tourism.
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